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BZ Niditch
AT CAPE COD

Along the gazebo shade

near the sand dunes

on this ocean side

breathing in a south wind

by Bay windows

tossing about

eclipsed by night swells

like the gulls on the deck

phantom memories float

of the home harbor

as a wave of ideas

by beachcombers

press me

with sea dog voices

here at the Cape

resembling the pirates

with dark sun glasses

of Penzance

consumed by rays

playing cards on the beach

with my baseball hat

as a poet waits

on backwards

to navigate

keeping watch

by his child's laughter

on my home made kayak

on islands of observation.
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NEVER SLEEPING CITY

That nervous blind

asking to dance

conundrum

“the pocket”

of the blues

she made up her own

here at midnight

downtrodden steps

drawn

in unfamiliar corners

in packed clubs

blushing

living in the torque

on the clay floor

and tongues of Bird

in unfamiliar corners

a stranger sweeps

absorbed by whispers

by open doors

in vigilante beats

with a fugitive face

against a graffiti wall

ashen with pale

of a lost sax

runaway snow kisses

taken up by flashlight

in spare arms

of mercenary love.

of chaos
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STRAVINSKY'S AGON

Wheels roll by
unannounced
to the public
with a labyrinth
of frayed notes
astonishing us,
a visionary
in practice
of singularity
augmented
on scribbled sheets,
remove our masks,
we are ready
for a visitation
on twelve tone ladders
to the abstract dimensions
on black and white keys
for a musical nightingale.
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THOM GUNN

No one studies

as language goes on

with Thom Gunn

deep as a needle

he is rolled

and breathes out again

in imagination

in scratches

and warmed

from roses.

in hand clasps
like a sailor

The sea has a sailor, too

who erases love

kept for no one else

in colorful whirls

with thin shells

by sandstone shorelines

we won't examine

about Frisco

what's mortal.

where everything is portal.

No one studies
with Thom Gunn

No master class
for each murdered morning

he studies us.
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UNSETTLED DAWN

That was only shade

from the quick landscape

in gestures by the staircase

of budding words

eclipsed from night swells

offering us sleepless news

here by changing shapes

of nature's nascent signs

of ocean haze

along the coast,

returning from the Cape

our footpaths consumes

of phantom memory

the sunshine moving us

as ideas float on waves

like whispers

with spacious sounds

in corners and crevasses

of birdsong from the dunes,

on the muffled sand

breaths of wind

oblivious to your fingers

fill echoes of sea voices

holding a pear

away from unshackled time

you wander in the yard

of fragrant shadows

outside of Bay windows

along the greensward shore

from a scent of Fall's colors

when first light marvels

barely tossed about us.
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Karl Somers
Everybody Welcome

7

Shirley Kuo
missing persons report: the moon

i know what you did last month.
the moon has called in sick for the past five
weeks, and now there is an empty
bullethole in the sky with torn hinges. (even the
sun cannot mask the punctured wound with his
apologetic rays.)
last weekend, i was rummaging around in your kitchen
cupboards for a packet of tea when i saw
her: the moon hiding behind jars of marmalade
and blueberry jam, shivering without her blanket of
ink. there's really no need to
lie anymore about the new silver light spilling from your
palms when the
rest of ours are filled
with staccato beats.
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the struggle to ache

i am watching you inhale lopsided commas and exhale chipped
question marks, even after you have promised me to stop building
white picket fences out of your bones when you misread their
directions to the closest hospital. i know you think that it's something
to be ashamed of but you can multiply nineteen and sixty-one and
that still won't be close to how many times i've attempted to carve
myself out of this skin. the total number, i believe, is something
akin to how long it took for me to realign my spine to parallel the
inflexibility of my bookshelves. i will tell you soon that there is no
cure for this lonely ache in your joints, save for counting the stars
each night, but for now i will let you believe that the morning
is one of them.
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Petrusco
She Came from the Sea
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Christina Murphy
Brief Skies
I.

The molten surfaces of cities spread across pre-Time oceans
unmarked by artificial worlds of evidences and lies

Survival is a story and stories blister walls and hearts
There is no glass to see through in the flames and heat

Only some portage of serendipity carried brick by brick
into a collapsing horizon of harbors turned to sand

II.

A divided world dispersing without absolution or sorrow
A longed-for conjunction of doubt with resolution

The wearing down of rocks and rain to form rivers
and the ragged pitch of the night grown weary of illumination

All seek the portal of nightfall as stars splinter brief skies—
origins of our own invention against disclosures and shipwrecks
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Petrusco
Factory Flowers

12

Christopher Mulrooney
primary documents

at first sight under the thumb
and fingers eyes down nose on paper glasses on head
not without wonder but gradually the trail peters out
you’ve been led a dance before
the primroses come out every year at about this time
regular as clockwork
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rainbow representative

obey my instinct gather my flocks
said the sun my sun to the wind and the rain
let the sheep be divided and the goats
to bleat and blat all day before me
at night in their fields and pens let my stutter come to them
blea-blea-blea and bla-bla-bla
all night long
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the ticket
that’s it punch it all aboard the enthusiast sits at the back full of lore
nothing doing in the club car
too fast the driver lets her out
heat lightning in the desert night
the public conveyance not quite nationalized
as they say in political circles
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banana split

study on it as they say down South
at the ice cream parlor
or better yet down South or in the big cities
at the drug store counter
the candy store in New York
get a load of that
a sense of accomplishment
all that eaten and just the right way
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strictly from
I wouldn’t advise you what brung me to the dance
I mean what brung you this here tie is tight
I mean what is the proper protocol for a paparazzo
far from Rome? this ain’t no Forum lady
and you ain’t no matron waving the Prætorian Guard to Dalmatia
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Stephen Mead
Angel

18

Joe Baumann
BEGINNINGS AND ENDS
This story is about a young man who went running at nine o’clock in the evening instead of that
morning because he drank too much the night before and, when the sun rose and his cat pawed at
him for breakfast, his head was too heavy and his mouth too dry to stomp down the sidewalks
mazing through his apartment complex with the heat blaring down on his skin and hair, but in the
dark he ran a mile and a half, tracing a rectangle around the high school nearby, slowing to a
walk when the familiar buildings appeared in front of him. His frame was mostly caught in
yellowish light from the boxy bulbs on the corners of the two-stories, and the last thing he
remembered was the light around him disappearing as he cut around the corner between a brick
fence separating his complex from that next door. No, not quite: the last things he remembered
were looking up and seeing a window drenched in red from a colored bulb, or perhaps crepe
paper draped over the fixture, or maybe a stained-glass chandelier dangling from the popcorn
ceiling. And then the sound of footsteps racing up behind him. And a sharp pain in his back,
intense and hot and swirling. A coppery taste in his mouth, sweat and blood and something else
that felt green and unsettling that churned in his cheeks and against the back of his teeth. And
his knees buckling, scraping the skin as he fell to the sidewalk. And the night time getting
dimmer as someone leaned over him, breathing heavy and wet like a dog and touching his face,
feeling around his waist and his empty pockets, shushing him and cursing him at the same time,
then running off as the young man’s eyes closed.
About Katherine, who was just walking outside so her dog could go to the bathroom in the grass
nearby. She wasn’t even thinking, really, as she clasped the leash on Puff’s collar and slid her
toes, nails freshly-painted, into her flip flops. While she spoke with the police, she told them she
couldn’t even remember for sure if whether or not she’d locked her door behind her. When she
found the young man’s body, blood already seeping from the sidewalk into the grass, she didn’t
remember where her phone was sitting when she scrambled inside to call the police. She didn’t
expect to be crying from inside her apartment while the 911 operator tried to keep her calm, she
didn’t plan to be shaking and nauseous while an officer, his gun looking massive and heavy on
his hip, so close and shiny, much larger and ominous than when she saw them on television, took
down her statement about taking a few steps out the door and seeing him just feet away from her
front patio, the shirtless man—a boy? No, a young man, mid-to-late twenties, they said—a
stranger, someone she’d never seen before. His body was still glistening sweat while the crime
scene investigators took photographs, the light from the flash shocking through Katherine’s
screen door like lightning. She thought someone should wash him off, should clean out and sew
up the large slit across his back where a blade had been buried in deep through the muscle and
scraped the bone. She tried to imagine what it must have felt like for him to be cut like that, to
have his breath and gore seep out of him in the hot night, but the thought made her nauseous and
raw. Katherine couldn’t sleep for days, fearful that whoever had killed him was standing outside
her door, peering through her bedroom window, waiting for her to come outside, knowing that
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she was the one who found him, that she was the one forcing the killer into hiding and fear and
his own sleepless nights. She suffered insomnia and grew depressed, unable to call her mother
for weeks or get through a shift at the bar without throwing up in the bathroom whose stall doors
rattled with the heavy bass of the stereo system. Her hair started falling out in fearful clumps.
Friends would help her get home, staying the night on the couch, watching through the dark as
Katherine would slough to her bedroom, shutting the door behind her to try to stem the sound of
her sobs.
About a woman in her early sixties who was reading a murder mystery in her living room by the
light of a single lamp when she thought she heard her cell phone ringing. It was buried in her
purse under her wallet and address book, muffled by the travel-size packet of Kleenex she
carried with her to assuage the allergies she seemed to have developed in middle age. She
finished the paragraph she’d been reading and shut the book, bookmark snug against the inner
spine. By the time she found her phone, it had stopped ringing, a number she didn’t recognize
blazed across the screen. Before she could return the call the landline buzzed out, and she
plucked the phone from the receiver so as not to wake Ronald, asleep hours ago because of his
early shift the next day. When the police officer on the other end of the line told her about her
son, her Clayton, she sat down at the kitchen table and stared at the white Formica, the retro
surface that matched the counter it jutted from. A glass candleholder, shaped like a sleeping cat,
held a tea candle whose tiny flame winked at her, the glow catching off the surface of her
bifocals. As the voice on the other end of the line chanted out “Hello? Hello?” and repeated her
name, Marilyn Stephens tried to imagine life as it suddenly was now, tried to grasp the world
that the stranger on the phone was describing: a life without her son, her one and only child, the
single fruit of her now barren womb. The young man who had dismissed her worries about him
running at night with a wave had felt through the receiver during their last weekly phone call, the
son who had finally sighed and said he would start getting up early to go running, before the
Louisiana air was baked into a fury of humidity and pestilential sweat clogged his pores before
he’d huffed out one hundred feet, if that would make her feel better. She’d known he was lying
just to appease her, and knowing she was right only made Marilyn dizzy. She tried to picture his
body, clean and dry and lying on a medical examiner’s unforgiving slab, where she would have
to peer at it through a window, unable to touch his thick hair or stare closely at the freckles on
his nose that she’d kissed night after night when he was young, before the years when he grew
old enough to stay out later than she stayed awake. He had always come home, she thought to
herself as the police officer repeated her name again, asking “Are you there?” She finally
snapped her head and said that yes, she was there, wondering where there was, what she would
do now knowing that she would never need to unlock the door for Clayton again, never wait for
the sound of his car door opening and closing as he finally came home again, his ten-hour drive
ending with the craning of the door’s rusting hinges. How she would tell Ronald, how she could
wake him and tell him their son was dead, how she would make those words come out of her
mouth, how her lips would be able to curl into those sounds. She dropped the phone while the
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voice on the other end tried to tell her something, and she heaved out a deep, torrid breath, a
toxic exhalation that stanched the tiny light glowing from the glass cat’s back.
About Jeffrey, desperate and biting his nails as he drove down the street, images of thugs with
baseball bats and guns and brass knuckles and bulging muscles and five o’clock shadows
crowding into his brain and scrambling everything up, his clarity, his wit, his quick tongue, his
good looks, his sex drive, his morality, his sense of logic, even the insatiable rush of the poker
table, the thrill of getting high. The kid hadn’t had any cash on him or a wallet or even a key to
one of the apartments, the nice apartments, the ones with big televisions and designer couches
and glass-topped tables with leather wallets stuffed with money sitting on them, or at least
apartments with stuff nicer than he had, which was nothing, stuff he could pawn for the cash to
pay off his debts, and now Jeffrey was breathing even harder, his adrenaline and fear stinking off
of him with such an odor that he was sure everyone in the dark apartments around him could
smell it, would think some gargantuan skunk was about to terrorize the parking lot and so they’d
start staring out their windows and see him bashing in the driver’s side window of a nearby car
and unlocking it—no alarm, thank God—and reaching down to hotwire it and flick on the lights
and drive away with the knife in the passenger’s seat seeping blood onto the fabric, and God why
didn’t he just rob him, he thought, his brain pulling aside the haze of his last binge a little Goddamn too late, or why didn’t he just pick a house and bust open the window and drag out what he
could before he got caught, or why didn’t he just snake a nice car and sell it to Vince at the shop?
Jeffrey shook as he steered the car away. He laughed to himself. That word: away. Away from
what? Nowhere was away, not really, not now, not until he had the money and he sure was
fucked about that, wasn’t he? Shaking his head again and again, but now his body was shaking
too, he was sweating and he wasn’t high and he was all itchy, but he kept driving and he noticed
that the gas gauge was low, and eventually, after he’d merged onto the highway, the damn thing
ding-dinged, little orange light in the shape of a gas pump illuminating the dash. Jeffrey
laughed, his sweaty palms slipping from the wheel of the car and the whole thing jerked a bit,
nosing toward the cement barrier separating him from oncoming traffic. He kept laughing and
took his hands from the wheel as he imagined lights twinkling behind him. Were they really
lights, red, white, and blue, so patriotic, so bright, so energetic and alive, really there, a spangled
banner of excited color? Or was that just what he wanted to see, an end, a way out, a finality. A
last breath. A final, massive release. What was the worth of being, of breathing, if you were
always behind, always wet with anxiety? The steering wheel jittered without the weight of his
hands, the car shuddered, and Jeffrey felt the front tire catch the rumble strip, the teeth-knocking
warning that one was going too far afield, blurring across the yellow line—or was it white? He
could never remember which; he never took enough notice—between safe and not, between
where one belonged and where one didn’t, and where, he wondered, does anyone belong?
Where do I belong? He had time, in fact, to lean back, put his hands behind his head, and smile,
and mouth a satisfied fuck you toward the ceiling of the car before it crashed, and he shut his
eyes, ready for impact, wondering what the newspapers would say about all this.
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Karl Somers
Contain Yourself

22

Sarah Katharina Kayß
reflecTION
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Zach Nabors
I + Downtown Nashville =
Everyone laughs and smiles large drunken smiles stretched cartoonishly across round red
faces. Fisticuffs with fists rose up. Mouths droop open hitting the dirty pavement screaming and
cursing barbaric yalps. Quickly unbuttoning their country-western attire, a random rhinestone
and marble button falls from a flannel and denim shirt respectively. The beautiful hipsters in
skinny jeans and designer boots look on in horror and erotic amazement, lightly tossing there
precisely positioned hair. Angry about a bourbon stain on their $150 silver denim shirt and their
lover’s vomit still rank on their “cowboy” boots, which cost a small loan.
All the people make up and make out, the flashing lights, spinning back flips and dancing
off their booze soaked skin. A young girl walks passed twisting unrelenting—the only twist in
the world at that moment. Torso after torso passes. The men stare at every bounce and then
women decide in a glance if the man has a chance. A rotten game—the fix is in from the
beginning.
Strangers in thick masses step over me calling some cab colored yellow, white, red, or
blue, or a few of the colors mixed, or all. All happening under the scene lighting of neon,
bouncing off the arm-to-arm crowd, created in the cavernous hollers of Kris Kristofferson’s
blues.
I share a cigarette with the old black flower lady with the maroon head wrap, a hustler
like the rest, though a hustler with the heart of God—just check her eyes—deep behind the coal
black of her eyes its there. It is there, the spirit, the omnipotent power of a saintly being. She
must have been a lover of mine in a past life.
She asks for another cigarette.
I give it to her.
“Bless you child.” She says. So I am.
And with a red rose standing erect in her furrowed hands of labor and ache she asks if
there’s someone special on my mind that needs a rose, but You are too far gone—gyrating to
syncopated rhythms, while some drunken stranger copped a quick feel. Nose to your hair he got
your smell. And I smelled the rose, then the lilacs, irises, and lilies; they all smelled the same:
soured liquor, burnt rubber and tears.
The old woman touched my arm like a grandmother would and felt my weary soul
through my fish-skin, lucent and thin. She smiled and called me things like “Honey” and “Baby”
and I was both—thick, liquefied, syrupy, I crawled languorously, flowing down and around the
piss ridden streets, passed the deafening bar bands who shook the antiquated walls of Hank and
Parton and Nelson and Kristofferson, bawling, agitated, a baby unable to communicate, I scream,
teething and soiled.
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My wife disappears in the opposite direction and crosses the street. Voluptuous, sublime
in her inebriated joy, I leave her happy for a change. She, off to dance and drink and smile and
see what it is she had missed under the hammer-fisted, traditionalist law of her father and his
ghost and the disease I have become to her.
I watch the cityscape shape shift to shadows, then to nothing. The lights slowly vanish,
ancient stars dying slowly after a billion years as servants. Speeding along with some stranger in
a cab, a blue cab, hovering over the wet pavement shining with crystals and promise, the driver,
a man of the city, his urban sagacity supreme—‘he knew every nook and cranny’ he
proclaimed—and he, Darrel, no fool, could sense my night and the road it was driven
down…driven down…driven down. He was truly sorry, or so he seemed, why not believe him?
The meter was still clocking.
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Jérôme Karsenti
Acrylique sur papier Chromalux
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Matt Denniss
TEN POINTS
1
I come home and find my wife on a dating website. She turns, looks at me, laughs with
sad eyes, sighs, logs out, turns off the computer, says to me ‘Well, let’s have sex,’ starts to cry
when I say no, says that she’s embarrassed, says that she never could lose the weight after
Michael was born and begins to cook dinner.
2
We sit at the dinner table in silence. I start my lasagna, shake my head and wonder why
she was on a dating website, ask her how her day was, nod my head without hearing, finish my
lasagne, think about her body when we met, wonder if our marriage is over, wonder where the
kids are, help clear the dishes and unset the table.
3
There is a new cooking reality show on that we like to watch. We sit down in front of the
television, recline on our separate lounges, watch the screen, see people cooking, ignore the
adds, see people crying, ignore each other, ignore more adds, wonder if we married the right
person and if anybody ever does, wonder when the kids will be home, see people being
eliminated, see credits and begin to watch the crime program that follows.
4
At midnight my daughter comes home. I wake up, rub my eyes, turn off the television,
wonder where my wife is, wonder who she is dreaming of, wonder why she didn’t make me
desert, cough a few times, then ask my daughter why she is getting home so late.
5
My daughter sways in the kitchen, holding on to the bench for fear that she might fall.
She tries to talk, slurs, smiles, see’s double, laughs at me, tells me she loves me, starts to cry,
tells me she’s drunk, asks how I know when I say “no shit,” tells me she hates me and disappears
into her room.
6
I get into bed and sleep next to my wife. She snores softly, dreams, rolls, kicks her feet
and murmurs my name over and over and over and over until it morphs into my alarm at six.
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7
I click through the PowerPoint slides and this is three months’ worth of work in three
minutes. I smile, sweat, gesture, talk too fast, count three colleagues yawning, ask for questions,
say ‘I don’t know actually, but that’s a good question,’ realize I went wrong about a month and a
half ago, and realize my department won’t get funding.
8
During my lunch hour I drive to a pet store because I know a new dog will change
everything with my wife and daughter. The dog is small and cute; it plays with the kittens,
wobbles its oversized head, struggles as I lift it, nestles into my breast, pokes its snout into the
breast pocket of my business shirt, looks at the outside world with bewilderment, sits in the car
patiently, and yawns like my colleagues.
9
Get halfway home and realize the dog is a bad idea. Do a sharp U turn, try to save the
cage as it slides off the passenger seat, sooth the dog with loud music that drowns out its yelping,
arrive at the pet store, assess the damage, say I’m really sorry to the dog and the cashier, laugh
nervously, look around and get most of my money back.
10
Get in my car and tear my shirt off because it smells too much like the dog and this
morning’s presentation and the person who ironed it. The hours pass as I shuffle between gears
five and six, watch as the lights on the freeway flick on, shake my head, watch the moon rise,
wind all the windows down, nod my head, turn the music up to drown out myself and my phone,
and drive as far and as fast as I can, anywhere but where I’ve been.
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Sarah Katharina Kayß
solitudine/humanity

29

Paukus Kaptyen
Thirteen Fires
pinochet lives in the united states, said t.
he’s senile, angry and, said s. i had a friend who pretended to be a lawyer
its really fun doing the crime when you fool people
e is weary. he doesn’t care that anyone can see that he is weary. he has been exercising which
makes him feel that thing are possible.
e is deluded. he thinks that one thing will change his life for the better. he doesn’t know what
that one thing is but when he feels he has it he feels like his life has a purpose. it is as painful to
believe in his delusion as it is not to believe in it.
t has a crew cut. he is in good form. he was treated at a mental hospital. he hasn’t
repeated a word out loud. he hasn’t screamed.
s said t drove his car into a tree. he was detained for awhile. s hates the idea of
being detained. she doesn’t have a license. she is terrified of authority. she was beat as a child by
her parent. she refuses to drive not wanting to have to answer to an authority.
e is happy to see s. he looks at her to have a memory of her in her entirety.
the best dog food was hills, said t. it was twenty cents a can. my mother bought the best. it was
pure horse meat
i was on food stamps, said s. it was the vietnam war.
he conjured the images of a few women he had seen at a farmer’s market in eugene.
the images made him feel that life wasn’t impossible.
he was fascinated by the blue color of the eyes and the elasticity of the flesh. there’s a thin line
between fascination and love he said to himself. he was fascinated by the memory of the women
and the image of the fantasy image and the memory image and the thoughts about it, not to
mention the bodies that talked and moved near him.
he didn’t care what others thought or felt about him. it was good not to be self critical or
to think the thoughts others had thought and said about him. he never was sure what others had
thought about him. he thought that others were feeling him out. he disliked it.
they are hyperactive, said t. they are normal when they smoke it all the time.
most people are trying to normalize, said s. pot is the great equalizer.
they are trying to control you with anxiety, said t. its about control not about actualizing.
anxiety is a natural response to modern life. as you realize your demise
is coming closer everyday...
it was a high tension situation at the hospital, sue said. i didn’t want to lose
it in front of other people. i took medication.
t works himself up into a rage. he has s cornered.
he’s the one committing treason, t screamed. i think jerry brown should put all the hardened
criminals on a train and send them to john robert’s state.
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he’ll get away with it because he is john roberts and that is more important than anything else in
the room.
s gets up as fast as she can to avoid the outburst.
a young man with a wry smile looked at e.
hi, e said.
hi, the young man said. it’s good to see you.
the young man smiled in an omniscient manner.
he felt sympathy for him and himself.
he followed the young man in a park. there were women with tumescent breasts. the young man
had a knife in his belt. it was more of a fashion statement than for use. he wanted to be as thin as
the young man. he wanted to lose weight. he felt competative and sad because he knew he would
be mean to compensate for his inadequacy
and alienate the young man. it was sad he thought that his inferiority complex discolored his life.
what’s the matter, i thought you were happy to see me e said.
it’s not that, the young man said. do you see the smoke in the hills.
i can’t see the hills, said e.
my father is in one of those fires, the young man said. there are thirteen of them. they have been
circling his house for the past week. the firemen have been hosing down the roof. he stays
indoors. he spends his time on line. he comments on blogs anonymously. he’s a pragmatist. he
breaks everything down in terms of money and power. he reads the little book of the shrinking
dollar what you can do to protect your money now. he fears a shadow government. he’s scared
the shadow government will take his money. he doesn’t care about the divide between the rich
and the poor. he thinks the poor want handouts. he sees america as one big walmart. there are the
buyers and the workers. he is the buyer. he has worked hard all his life to be a buyer. i admire his
work ethic. if i could achieve a tenth of what he has achieved i would be happy. it is what he
knows,moving forward. his stubbornness is peculiar to the american retiree. they equate violence
with action. they feel uplifted by war and fatalism.
he sounds like a good man, said e.
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Stephen Mead
Face, Hand

32

JenAnn Eilertsen
For My Father
I was five the night my father died. In his death, I found birth. Not the tranquil peeking out of
the womb birth, but rather the ripped from innocence bitch slapped into reality birth.
You see-I was not born a revolutionary. I was made one.
Tripping, I slam down hard onto the pavement. Pain shoots through my knees, a warm sticky
pool of blood forms in my jeans.
“Get up! Go! Go!”
Javier grips my arm and begins pulling me across the pavement. I try to stand, but stumble.
“Get up! Do you want the pacos to catch us?”
Grabbing me, he begins pulling me up and forward at the same time.
“We need to get to the protest. They are already starting to gather below the hill.”
Getting up, I begin to run.
Javier is right. We need to get to the hill. We have been planning this for months and we can’t
risk being detained. Not now. Not when I am this close to avenging my father’s death. Javier
knows how important this is. He understands. His father is one of the missing, just gone,
vanished, along with 1,800 others. Honestly I am not sure what’s worse, knowing your father is
dead or holding on to hope that he isn’t.
“The place is crawling with pacos. Do you think they know?”
“No.” Javier exhales heavily. “They would have detained us for sure if they did.”
As we approach the hill we begin slowing down.
Javier glances at me, he hesitates. “Your right, there are a lot of pacos.”
“Good. The more the better. Just stick to the plan. The pacos will do whatever it takes to hold
the line. They won’t let the demonstrators up the hill.”
“Are you sure?”
“Si, I’m sure. They won’t let anyone get close to that statue, the image of their beloved
dictator.”
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My heart beat begins to quicken. I feel the pulsating of energy, anticipation, excitement. I
glance at Javier and smile, his moment of hesitation is gone. Reaching out he intertwines his
fingers within mine. “Okay then, let’s just make sure the crowd pushes the pacos up the hill.
We need to get them as close to that statue as possible.”
Together we weave through the crowd. Making our way to the front chanting…
“Pacos Culia’os cafiches del esta’o! Pacos Culia’os cafiches del esta’o! Pacos Culia’os cafiches
del esta’o!”
Out of the corner of my eye a rock launches through the air. Whack! It slams hard into a paco.
As if a signal, the pacos begin marching forward. They attempt to push the crowd back, push us
away from the hill. They push and push. Some demonstrators stumble backward, some fall, but
most of us stand firm.
Screaming, I attempt to yell above the crowd. “Don’t let them push us too far from the hill! We
need them closer!”
A tug of war begins. They push-we stumble further from the hill. We push-moving closer to the
hill. They push. We push. They push. We push. Another rock flies through the air. Whack!
Soon others join in and the air becomes filled with rocks, cans and bottles. WHACK! WHACK!
WHACK! The pacos raise their shields to protect themselves. Some get nervous. Stepping
back they pull out their batons, one unholsters his gun. Fearing the rise in tension the pacos try a
new strategy. The pacos in the middle march toward us, pushing us back, while the outside
flanks squeeze in at our sides.
I grab Javier’s arm, “Now! We have to do it now! Push back!”
The crowd pushes back, pushes hard.
We push.
Push.
We all push.
Reaching into my jacket lining I place my hand around the detonator. I push one last time.
BOOM!! Time stops. Flying above the crowd my feet hover off the ground. Rocks and rubble
suspended in air. The statue-gone.
The explosion suddenly slams into us like scolding bricks. Hot air rushes past us taking oxygen
with it. The force knocks me to the pavement. Those left standing panic. Some trample the
fallen, some scream, others cry. Rolling onto my side I see a paco stumbling through the crowd,
his arm dangling by a thin piece of skin. I smile. I have done it. I try to sit up, but pain shoots
through my chest. Looking down I see a large piece of metal protruding from my side. I reach
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up with my hand to pull it out. I try to grip it. I try over and over. Then I see it. The bloody
stump-the empty space where my hand use to be. I lay back down. This is the price I pay for
detonating the bomb. But it is good.
I breathe in.
Exhale.
I turn my head. Javier is on the ground. His body contorted, broken on the pavement. A flap of
skin hangs from his face. A black whole fills where his eye once was.
I breathe in.
Exhale.
All feeling is gone.
The sound of crashing wakes me from my sleep. I pull the covers off and slide out of bed.
Quietly, I tip toe to the top of the stairs. Looking down I see two pacos. For a moment I think to
call out. But-one is on top of mama, her skirt lifted high, her legs spread. He is grunting. My
papa is the corner. His mouth bound by tape, his hands shackled. The other paco stands above
papa, a gun pointed at his head.
“Look at your wife, the whore!” He laughs and strikes papa across the face with the butt of his
gun.
The paco on top of mama moves his body up and down, up and down. Tears seep from mamas
eyes. The paco rises. Pulling up his pants he spits on mama. Turning he unholsters his gun,
raises it and shoots papa in the eye.
“NO! NO! PAPA!”
The paco looks up. Seeing me, he walks to the bottom of the stairs and smiles. “Remember this
niña, because this is what happens to those who question their government.” Turning, he nods to
his partner, and together they walk out the door.
Staring down, at the pool of blood, the limp body, the tear streaked face of my mama. This was
the moment I was born, a revolutionary.
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